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Please answer the following questions in short paragraph form, so your mentor and fellow critters can
get to know you better. Answer directly below the question. Use another font color so it is easy to see
your answers.

1. Share a bit about your motherhood journey… how many kids do you have? What are their current
ages? How do they affect your art practice?
I just had my first baby, James Patrick, a little over 2 months ago. He is my inspiration. Since his birth I’ve
had a surge of creative ideas.My artwork has always been about my family and for the three or so years
leading up to his birth my artwork has been ceremony to ask for children.
2. When did art come into your life?

Art has been in my life since I can remember. As young as elementary school I remember writing poetry
at my desk in my room. I would then either fold them up until I couldn’t fold the paper anymore or write
them in my diary.

3. What does your art practice look like now?

I’m always thinking about art as I am a high school traditional photography teacher. I describe myself as
an artist & educator because I see myself as an artist who teaches and a teacher whose an artist. I am an
artist in every part of my day whether I’m in the classroom teaching, in the nursery nursing, or in the
studio creating. My practice is everyday. I pull inspiration for all aspects of my life.

4. What materials and mediums do you primarily use in your work?
I consider myself an interdisciplinary artist. I mostly use photography, fibers, beads, and poetry right
now.

5. What ideas are you addressing in your work?

I am currently addressing motherhood as ceremony.

6. How do you feel when you make art? How do you feel when you talk about your work and share it
with the world?
Well, today was a frustrating art making day but I think that’s because I was trying to force something.
Most of the time I feel calm and peaceful while making art and I am less anxious and stressed
afterwards.
I am learning to be confident in my voice. Sometimes I am hesitant to share but I am growing.

7. Do you have a vision for where you would like your work to exist in the world? (in collectors homes, in
a high end NY gallery, in academic galleries, in a trendy shop, I only care about making it, etc)
It depends on what part of my work we are talking about. My textile/beadwork is meant for my family
and functions here at home. I hope for my poetry and photography are to make their way into people’s
homes.

8. Do you have any previous experience with peers or mentors receiving critical feedback on your work?
Please explain:

Yes. I have an undergrad and graduate degree in studio art. I have also participated in various crit groups
and meetups with creatives in my community. This is my first online crit group!

9. What are some past successes you’ve experienced in your art career?
Being accepted to grad school was pretty exciting.
I’ve been a community artist and artist intern during graduate school and got to experiment with what
KIND of artist I enjoy being the most….one who practices alone in my studio or calls on the participation
of others to collaborate.
I am currently an artist of the Twirl Project. It’s a project that interviews a cohort of artists across the
world every year for ten years. We are currently on year one.
I have been asked to join a local collective in Phoenix starting this June.

Teaching! I teach high school traditional photography to 9-12th graders and it’s fun, frustrating, and
rewarding. I love seeing them dive deep into concepts that are personal. AND feel comfortable enough
to open up about it in the environment I created.
Most of all, I had a baby. This means all the work I made to call our future generations earth side takes
on a role I had hoped.
I consider all of these successful because I get/got to learn who I am through them and share my work
with others.
10. What are some dreams you have for your art career?

My dream is for people to see my art and either
Feel less alone
Learn about a part of life they haven’t or can’t personally experience

11. Have you broken any of those dreams down into tangible goals? Why or why not?

In my head, yes.
On paper, no.
I’m just starting to elaborate on my project organization and goal setting practice.

